BOOK REVIEWS

NONFICTION
SHERMAN ALEXI
You Don’t Have to Say You Love Me: A
Memoir
Little, Brown and Company
Hardcover, 457 pages, $28
LittleBrown.com

Sherman Alexi, the award-winning
author of beautiful, moving novels of
contemporary American Indians like
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time
Indian and Flight, details his often
stormy relationship with his mother,
Lillian, and his attempts to forgive her
during her struggles with cancer and after her death in 2015. Using poetry and
prose, Alexi is bluntly honest about his
family and the hardships of an Indian
living on, and off, the reservation. A
raw, harsh, yet touching memoir.
J. CLARK ARCHER, RICHARD
EDWARDS, LESLIE M. HOWARD,
FRED M. SHELLEY, DONALD A.
WILHITE and DAVID J. WISHART
Atlas of Nebraska
Bison Books
Hardcover, 256 pages, $34.95
NebraskaPress.unl.edu

This historical atlas features more
than 300 colorful maps, charts and
photos detailing and comparing various
aspects of Nebraska. Well-written and
insightful articles by outstanding Great
Plains experts make this resource a
treat for researchers and/or their local
reference library. It is packed with historically interesting and useful information on Nebraska geography, weather
and climate, wildlife habitations,
archeological sites, American Indian
and other ethnic history, population
and demographics, agricultural comparisons, urban and economic patterns
and aspects of culture, human services
and politics.
– Jean A. Lukesh
FRANK CHRISTIANSON (editor)
The Popular Frontier: Buffalo Bill’s Wild
West and Transnational Mass Culture
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University of Oklahoma Press
Hardcover, 252 pages, $32.95
OUPress.com

William F. Cody took his Wild West
show on two tours of Europe between
1887 and 1906. In this anthology, nine
contributors and editor Frank Christianson assess the influence of Cody’s
tours of 14 European nations and how
the show’s performances affected countries such as England, France, Germany, Spain and Italy. Articles include
a comparison of Oscar Wilde’s tour of
the United States with Cody’s tours in
Europe; the impression given by Annie
Oakley as a sharpshooting female; and
a view of America’s conquest of the
West and European imperialism.
– Abraham Hoffman
JIM COMPTON
Spirit in the Rock: The Fierce Battle for
Modoc Homelands
Washington State University Press
Paperback, 318 pages, $27.95
WSUPress.wsu.edu

The subtitle reveals the author’s
sympathy for the Modoc tribe in this
excellent recounting of the Modoc War
of 1872-1873. Contrary to contemporary newspaper accounts, government
reports and the prejudice of white
settlers, the Modocs were a largely acculturated people, adopting the white
man’s clothing and working as ranch
hands and laborers. The villain here is
Jesse Applegate, who had ambitious
schemes to build a railroad though the
Modoc homeland and to swindle Modocs through fraudulent land claims.
The Modocs were forced to move to
the Klamath reservation, and when
they insisted on returning to their land,
violence erupted. Based on years of
research, this is a compelling story of
injustice. Regrettably, the author died
before his book was published.
– Abraham Hoffman
DONALD L. FIXICO
“That’s What They Used to Say”:
Reflections on American Indian Oral
Traditions

University of Oklahoma Press
Hardcover, 253 pages, $34.95
OUPress.com

Like a basket-maker, Donald Fixico
weaves his own experience throughout
this insight into the power of storytelling. His mixed heritage (Shawnee, SacFox, Seminole and Mvskoke Creek)
allows him to share the rich complex
permutations of oral traditions. Storytelling shapes the native American
spirit and Fixico’s work is an essential
element in helping the reader understand that.
– Vernon Schmid
DARREN L. IVEY
The Ranger Ideal, Volume 1: Texas
Rangers in the Hall of Fame, 1823-1861
University of North Texas Press
Hardcover, 672 pages, $39.95
UNTPress.unt.edu

Volume one of a planned three-volume set, this book starts with Stephen F.
Austin and ends with Lawrence S. Ross.
It’s packed with the lore of origin, brutal Indian fights, Cynthia Ann Parker
and the introduction of the Walker Colt,
among other highlights of the period.
What Darren Ivey does well is to depict
the influence of the man on the Texas
Ranger organization and the influence
of the organization on the man.
– Larry D. Sweazy
JANNE LAHTI
Wars for Empire: Apaches, the United
States, and the Southwest Borderlands
University of Oklahoma Press
Hardcover, 318 pages, $34.95
OUPress.com

Apaches were not reckless fighters,
but shrewd tacticians who set careful
ambushes and held to mountain country because of the cavalry’s clumsiness
there. The Americans enlisted in the
war against them were often poor,
illiterate, sickly immigrants who were
given bad food, bad clothing and who
slept two to a bunk. Almost civilized
by comparison, the Apaches, a superior
military force, were defeated, in the
end, simply by demographics. Janne
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Lahti vents against manifest destiny
and never settles in with a compelling
chronological narrative. However, he
describes Apache and American soldier life in meticulous detail, providing
wonderful material for writers attempting more dramatic narratives.
– John Mort
HUGH T. LOVIN
Complexity in a Ditch: Bringing Water to
the Idaho Desert
Washington State University Press
Trade Paperback, 244 pages, $26.95
WSUPress.wsu.edu

“Public discourse needed to be raised
so that intellect rather than shouting
might solve problems.” So wrote Hugh
Lovin’s son to inform readers of his
father’s philosophy regarding irrigation
for farm fields of Idaho. In this collection of essays, the author sets forth
well-reasoned arguments and historical insights about the struggle Idaho
experienced in “greening up the plain.”
While the information here is specific
to Idaho, general applications to other
states seem appropriate.
– Lynn Bueling
ANDREW E. MASICH
Civil War in the Southwest Borderlands,
1861-1867
University of Oklahoma Press
Hardcover, 429 pages, $34.95
OUPress.com

While the Civil War in the eastern
portion of the United States has been
researched, reviewed and discussed in
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agonizing detail for decades, the Western clashes have gone largely ignored.
The battle of Picacho Pass in Arizona
is considered, for many, the westernmost Civil War engagement, and yet,
often it fails to find itself in history discussions. This book covers the military
strategies and maneuvers as well as
civilian involvement in the Southwest.
Readers can almost taste the dust from
marching across the desert.
– Melody Groves
VERITY McINNIS
Women of Empire: Nineteenth-Century
Army Officers’ Wives in India and the
U.S. West
University of Oklahoma Press
Hardcover, 285 pages, $34.95
OUPress.com

In this well-researched book, Verity
McInnis examines the roles of military
officers’ wives and their significance
and influence as nations explored the
reaches of their empires. McInnis studied British wives in India and American
wives on the frontier. Although the
first two chapters are somewhat dry – a
result of the necessary explanations of
the historical meaning of terms and discourse on what the book covers – stick
with it. The story comes alive through
the quotes from diary entries and letters
of these wives, famous and not as well
known. The entries are sometimes catty,
often specific and clarify and humanize
the day-to-day activities.
– Lori Van Pelt

ANNETTE ANGELA PORTILLO
Sovereign Stories and Blood Memories
University of New Mexico Press
Hardcover, 203 pages, $65
UNMPress.com

These collective memoirs of
American Indian women are powerful reminders of the struggle of those
who are often overlooked by historians dealing with Indian issues. The
author’s scholarship is enhanced by
the autobiographical stories shared by
the women themselves. Hopelessness
is reflected in the narratives these halfdozen survivors of our own American
holocaust dare to share. This is a
haunting and inspiring work.
– Vernon Schmid
ROBERT WOODS SAYRE
Modernity and the Other: The Encounter
with North American Indians in the
Eighteenth Century
University of Nebraska Press
Paperback, 407 pages, $35
NebraskaPress.unl.edu

This book is an expanded edition of
the 2008 version in French. Sayre analyzes the descriptions of the indigenous peoples of North American tribes
by British, American, French and
French Canadians who wrote books
and articles describing their experiences while traveling through Indian territories. They met various tribes, mainly
west of the Appalachian Mountains
to the Mississippi River. Men such as
Hector St. John Crevecoeur, Philip
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Freneau, Jonathan Carver, William
Bartram, Alexander Mackenzie and
others offered diverse views ranging
from seeing Native societies as superior
to European civilization to the inevitability of indigenous people succumbing
to the capitalist, industrious and landhungry Euro-Americans.
– Abraham Hoffman
KATHLEEN SHAFER
Marfa: The Transformation of a West
Texas Town
University of Texas Press
Hardcover, 196 pages, $24.95
UTPress.utexas.edu

Marfa, Texas – an art center? Who
knew? Kathleen Shafer clues us in
with her informative book about a
small West Texas desert town that has
become a destination for art lovers
and tourists alike. So great has Marfa’s
fame grown that the New York Times
in 2016 included it on a list of places
to see before you die. Shafer’s writing
style is enlightening and enjoyable.
– Lynn Bueling
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EDWARD SCHIEFFELIN (author)
and R. BRUCE CRAIG (editor)
Portrait of a Prospector: Edward
Schieffelin’s Own Story
University of Oklahoma Press
Trade paperback, 115 pages, OUPress.
com

Ed Schieffelin, the miner who discovered the silver strike that would send
Tombstone, Arizona, into the annals
of Western history, traipsed across
the West, and, at some point before
his death in 1897, at age 49, wrote
16 autobiographical essays about his
adventures. Independent historian R.
Bruce Craig uses Schieffelin’s essays, as
well as newspaper accounts and other
works, to paint a vivid biography of a
single-minded individual and a unique
portrait of 19th Century mining.
PETE SINCLAIR
We Aspired: The Last Innocent Americans
University of Utah Press
Trade paperback, 196 pages, $19.95
UofUPress.com

A reprint of a book first published in
1993, We Aspired appears, at first, to be

about mountain climbing. But it also
offers something deeper, an introspective examination by the author of his
environment and the ever greater demands caused by the creep of civilization. Sinclair eventually became rangerin-charge of mountain rescue in Grand
Teton National Park, but he began to
experience “emotional numbness” and
ended his ranger career to become a
college professor.
– Lynn Bueling
DEANNE STILLMAN
Blood Brothers: The Story of the Strange
Friendship between Sitting Bull and
Buffalo Bill
Simon & Schuster
Hardcover, 286 pages, $27
SimonAndSchuster.com

Deanne Stillman defines the relationship – Foes in 1876; Friends in 1885
– between the Hunkpapa chief and
the Wild West showman as “each an
icon to himself, together a powerhouse
of mythology and might and sparks.”
The chief ’s role in Cody’s Wild West
show was to circle the arena once,
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enough for the audience to appraise or jeer him. Stillman’s
uniting of the two in an almost spiritual sense with horses
and buffalo offers a unique perspective to Cody’s already
well-known history. Sitting Bull’s less familiar biography,
particularly his childhood and the female companion at his
end, will be news to many. While the book appears to be
well-researched, the lack of footnotes for direct quotations
or dates depreciates its value.
– Sandra K. Sagala
MICHAEL L. TATE (editor)
The Great Medicine Road: Narratives of the Oregon, California,
and Mormon Trails, Part 3: 1850-1855
The Arthur H. Clark Company
Hardcover, 308 pages, $45
OUPress.com

With journals, letters, reminiscences and other accounts
of varying length and detail, this volume offers interesting
reflections on life on the Western trails from a variety of
personal perspectives. Included are diaries of young women,
records set down by wives and mothers, journals and letters
home from husbands and fathers, memoirs recorded at later
dates and detailed letters from an Army quartermaster. Descriptive footnotes add insight and explanation throughout.
It makes for good reading as well as a good resource and
reference.
– Rod Miller
BOOK REVIEWS (continued on page 30)

WESTERN MUSIC
MIKKI DANIEL and DOUG FIGGS
… thinkin’ of you
Slash DC Music, $15
MikkiDaniel.com, DougFiggs.com

This CD is something to get excited
about. I don’t have room to list the awards
that Mikki Daniel and Doug Figgs have
collected. Suffice it
to say that Figgs, a New Mexico singersongwriter and farrier, is a Spur winner
for songwriting, and Daniel, a Texas
singer-songwriter and horse lover, is a
Spur finalist in the same category. Daniel
was also selected 2016 and 2017 female
OLLIE
performer of the year by the Western
REED JR.
Music Association and Figgs was WMA’s
2015 songwriter of the year.
If that weren’t enough pedigree, they are backed up on this
14-cut gem by Jim Jones (harmony and mandolin) and Mariam Funke (harmony and most instruments known to man).
Jones, Funke and Figgs also make up The Cowboy Way, the
trio that won WMA’s 2017 group of the year award.
Daniel and Figgs present a mix of originals and cover songs
that are a pure delight. My favorites are Figgs’s “In It For the
Ride,” a tribute to the tough but simple cowboy way of life;
the title cut, a love song written by Daniel, Figgs and Funke;
and Daniel’s “Saddle Up and Ride,” a homage to a hardworking, hard-loving ranch couple.
I’m also partial to Daniel and Figgs’s presentation of Marty
Robbins’s “Big Iron,” Cindy Walker and Eddy Arnold’s “You
Don’t Know Me” and Stuart Hamblen’s “Texas Plains.” Did I
mention that Daniel has won several WMA yodeler awards?
3 TRAILS WEST
Silent Trails
3 Trails West music, $15
3TrailsWest.com

This Kansas trio is Leo and Roger Eilts
and Jim Winters, winners of the WMA’s
2016 group of the year award. They’re a
cover band dedicated to unearthing vintage Western music
and giving it new life. Supported on this album by steel- and
guitar-player Billy Dye, Lori Beth Brooke on accordion and
fiddler Marvin Gruenbaum, they do a splendid job of pulling
you back into the yesteryear of Western groups that poured
out exquisite harmonies on radio shows, in dance halls and
on movie screens.
You won’t regret a one of the 14 cuts here. I’m especially
fond of Andy Parker’s “Along the Rio Grande,” Cowboy Joe
Babcock’s “Song of the Prairie” and Tim Spencer’s “Silent
Trails.”
***
E-mail Ollie at oreedjr@gmail.com and send CDs to him
at P.O. Box 2381, Corrales, NM 87048.
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FICTION

JEAN-BAPTISTE TRUTEAU
A Fur Trader on the Upper Missouri: The
Journal and Description of Jean-Baptiste
Truteau, 1794-1796

LEO W. BANKS
Double Wide

University of Nebraska Press
Hardcover, 693 pages, $100
NebraskaPress.unl.edu

Parts of Jean-Baptiste Truteau’s
journals describing his travels to the
Upper Missouri River in 1794-96 have
been previously published, but none
in such a magisterial presentation as
this one. A decade before Lewis and
Clark ascended the Missouri, Truteau
visited the same region, studying its
geography and living among the tribes,
documenting their manners, lifestyles,
and customs. He succeeded in leaving
a body of knowledge about regional
tribes – the Arikaras, Cheyennes and
Lakotas to name a few – that is unsurpassed. His original documents – newly
translated, annotated and placed in
modern perspective – are truly a legacy
to one of North America’s earliest and
most accomplished traders among the
trans-Mississippi tribes.
– James A. Crutchfield
DAWN YOUNGBLOOD
The SMS Ranch
Arcadia Publishing
Paperback, 124 pages, $21.99
ArcadiaPublishing.com

Anyone interested in the ranching industry and/or development of
West Texas during the start of the 20th
Century would be well advised to read
The SMS Ranch. Not only does this
photo-rich book give a history of Texas
and the Southwest, it also documents
the many cattle breeds that were the
mainstay of West Texas. The photographs tell of a way of life not completely gone, but closer to extinction
than one would like to see. SWS stands
for Swante Magnus Swenson (18161896), who emigrated from Sweden
and founded many ranches in Texas.
– Melody Groves

Brash Books
Trade paperback, 345 pages, $11.59
Brash-books.com

Set in contemporary Tucson,
Arizona, Double Wide features the
discovery of a severed hand that once
belonged to Prospero Smith’s catcher.
Smith, once a promising pitcher, lives
in an Airstream trailer in Double Wide
trailer park in the Tucson mountains. Smith begins a quest to find his
former catcher and the person who
detached his hand. He swings through
the lowlife of Tucson, accompanied
by a beautiful television reporter and
assorted friends, uncovering numerous bad deeds rendered in some fine
writing. In this bit of baseball noir,
Leo Banks takes us into the dark sides
of baseball and Tucson. It’s a fastpaced, thoroughly enjoyable book with
enough subplots to keep it rolling along
at a good pace.
– Thomas Cobb
JAMES D. BEST
Crossing the Animas
Self-published
Trade paperback, 215 pages, $14.99
JamesDBest.com

When Steve Dancy and his trusted
friend, Jeff Sharp, fail to reach an
agreement with a wealthy mine owner,
they quickly run afoul of the Law –
Ben Law, a hired killer who truly loves
his work. This sequel to the author’s
ongoing Steve Dancy series is as good
as they come. And while there may
often be a stigma attached to self-published works, it is doubtful that stigma
would continue to exist if all self-published books were this well done. My
only criticism of the book is the use of
chapter titles, which often reveal too
much of the story.
– R.G. Yoho
BILL BROOKS
The Girl with the Flamenco Tattoo
Encircle Publications
Trade Paperback, 251 pages, $16.99
EncirclePub.com
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A girl has been found dead in a Montana lake. Was she murdered? And who
was she? With only a distinctive tattoo
to point the way, inept Sheriff Billy
Ray Blanco is charged with clearing
up the death. Told from four different points of view, the story moved
slowly until the final chapter or two.
Apparently, the protagonists were more
concerned with their sex lives and
cheating on their spouses than tending
to business. Although the characterizations were sometimes very good, the
investigation didn’t include a lot of
tension and ended too quickly.
– Carol Crigger
TIM BRYANT
A World of Hurt
Pinnacle
Mass-market paperback, 320 pages,
$6.99
KensingtonBooks.com

When we first meet Wilkie John
Liquorish, he is in the process of robbing a store and murdering two people
in cold blood. Despite all that, Wilkie
John, whose wit is as quick as his trigger finger, is a pretty likeable young
man. Of course, the mysterious fancy
dresser Gentleman Jack Delaney would
not agree. He wants to see Wilkie John
hanged for the deaths of his fellow
drovers on a Texas cattle drive, a crime
Wilkie John didn’t commit. A World
of Hurt is a fast-paced, comic, richly
entertaining tale that introduces us to a
young protagonist we sometimes hate
to love – but do anyway.
– Robert D. McKee
THOMAS D. CLAGETT
Line of Glory
Five Star Publishing
Hardcover, 260 pages, $25.95
Gale.Cengage.com/FiveStar

Award-winning author Thomas D.
Clagett takes readers to the Alamo in
1836 in this well-researched historical
novel told through the eyes of some
lesser-known figures in the battle – on
both sides. Everyone knows the story
(and the ending), but Clagett manages to build tension and makes his
characters, especially young defender
James Taylor and Mexican Colonel
Juan Morales, feel incredibly real. The
depiction of the final assault is riveting,
APRIL 2018

earning Clagett a place alongside novelists Paul Wellman,
Steve Frazee and Stephen Harrigan for taking readers on
memorable fictional journeys inside those storied walls.

WESTERN VIDEO
The Kentuckian

BRETT COGBURN
Call Me Lonesome: A Morgan Clyde Western, Book Two

Blu-ray, $29.95
Kino Lorber
KinoLorber.com

Five Star Publishing
Hardcover, 452 pages, $25.95
Gale.Cengage.com/FiveStar

Spur Award-winner Brett Cogburn has created an engaging character, Morgan Clyde, who debuted last year in Cogburn’s Smoke Wagon, an honorable man with a hard view
of the world. “I don’t make a habit out of expecting the
best,” Clyde says. Set in the Indian Territory after the Civil
War, Call Me Lonesome is a tale of violence and revenge, reinforced with crackling dialogue, vivid detail, solid research
and worthy adversaries.
– Tom Carpenter
P. GRADY COX
Hellgate
Five Star Publishing
Hardcover, 272 pages, $25.95
Gale.Cengage.com/FiveStar

Rose LaBelle, traveling to join her father and aunt in the
territorial capital of Prescott, Arizona, is kidnapped by
Mason McCabe’s outlaw gang. McCabe deals in kidnapped
women, and his hideout, Hellgate, is aptly named. With
BOOK REVIEWS (continued on page 32)
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Valdez Is Coming
C. COURTNEY
JOYNER

Blu-ray, $29.95
Kino Lorber
KinoLorber.com

Memory is more
forgiving than film. Our recall improves on
scenes and adds the feeling we had on first
discovery of a movie we saw with 10-yearold eyes or on a nervous first date. And full
of expectations, we watch it again with the
possible letdown ranging from mild to full
cineaste-fury.
Fortunately, Kino Lorber’s Blu-ray of Burt
Lancaster’s The Kentuckian (1955) was only a
mild letdown. Ernest Laszlo’s graceful photography and Bernard Herrmann’s score, one of Herrmann’s
few Westerns besides Garden of Evil, are beautifully captured in
this release. The problem is the movie itself.
We can flashback to Walter Matthau, in his villainous debut,
wielding that bullwhip, but forget how much of The Kentuckian feels stagey and forced as it wanders from scene to scene
as much as a stalwart Lancaster wanders the Technicolor hills,
trying to find a new home for himself and his son.
Lancaster had a fine career as a producer (Marty) but only directed two films, The Kentuckian and The Midnight Man (1974).
Both films showed his acting gifts, but that didn’t translate to
directing, although those efforts were sincere.
Made during his Crimson Pirate period, The Kentuckian is
proof of Lancaster’s box-office clout; a star vehicle that never
hits its potential heights but is still a colorful, outdoor time
capsule, if you’re in the mood.
The 1950s and ’60s saw Lancaster grow into an acting force,
trading his natural, high-energy instincts for the astonishingly internal work of Sweet Smell of Success and The Train. As
Lancaster aged, he found a quiet intensity behind the grin that
is personified by two of his 1970s Westerns: Robert Aldrich’s
Ulzana’s Raid (1972) and Valdez Is Coming (1971), the latter of
which Kino Lorber has given a Blu-ray release.
Jamming the pages of Elmore Leonard’s novel into the camera, Valdez is one of the best adaptations of Leonard’s work
ever made, and Lancaster is its beating heart. He fully embodies the town constable seeking justice for a man he wrongfully
killed.
Directed by Broadway veteran Ed Sherin, Valdez is best
known for the still-athletic Lancaster surviving crucifixion by
the villains, only to take them out in a vendetta fueled by submerged rage. This is the Lancaster of our memory, and the fine
Kino Blu-ray, with commentary by James Hemphill, gives this
mini-masterwork and its star their due.
***
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help from one of McCabe’s men and her own iron will,
young Rose fights to save herself and other prisoners. The
violence might shock some readers, but the characters are
well realized and the plot action packed.
ROBERT E. DUNN
Dead Man’s Badge
Brash Books
Trade paperback, 294 pages, $14.99
Brash-books.com

Here’s a complex thriller with an anti-hero, Longview
Moody, who takes on his half-brother’s identity when Paris
Tindall is murdered in Longview’s house. But who was the
intended victim, Longview or Paris? The brothers were nearly
identical in looks; Paris was a Texas Ranger, and Longview a
cash-runner helping launder money for the cartels. It’s a fastpaced but convoluted story featuring a high body count and,
with a few exceptions, complicated and unsavory characters.
– Carol Crigger
W. MICHAEL FARMER
Knight’s Odyssey: The Return of Henry Fountain
Five Star Publishing
Hardcover, 398 pages, $25.95
Gale.Cengage.com/FiveStar

Now 18, Henry Fountain, son of slain Albert Fountain,
sets out to kill the last man responsible for his father’s death

10 years before. In order to accomplish this, Henry, now
calling himself Henry Grace, and his Apache mentor, Yellow Boy, disappear into the Sierra Madre Apache camp.
During this odyssey, Pancho Villa befriends him; a crazed
American bandit betrays him; Apache Kid challenges him; a
wealthy landowner, an Apache leader and a jaguar try to kill
him. And he falls in love twice. The novel is heart-pounding
and impossible to put down, and the ending is extremely
satisfying.
– Melody Groves
MARCUS GALLOWAY
Too Good to Be True: Snake Oil, Book Two
Five Star Publishing
Hardcover, 269 pages, $25.95
Gale.Cengage.com/FiveStar

“Professor” Henry Whiteoak, a medicine-show man with
a $10,000, dead-only price on his head, runs into his old
pal (and plain old outlaw) Corey Maynard. The two decide to make some money in Montana, but Whiteoak has
what passes for something of a conscience, meaning he will
help people being put upon by other crooks, if he believes
said crooks have gone too far, in this case an unscrupulous
chemist. Too Good to Be True has plenty of action, much of
it graphic violence and sex. I couldn’t develop a liking for
Whiteoak, a con man and charlatan willing to fleece the
same people he just helped. I much preferred Maynard, who
is an outlaw, pure and simple, and unapologetic about it.
– James J. Griffin
MELODY GROVES
Black Range Revenge
Five Star Publishing
Hardcover, 278 pages, $25.95
Gale.Cengage.com/FiveStar

This is the fifth novel in the “Colton Brothers Saga.”
Set in southwestern New Mexico, this story centers on the
youngest brother, Andy, who has come to the Black Range
in search of gold. Andy is wounded by Apaches and later
captured. The action continues at a fast pace as his three
brothers search for Andy and the Apaches search for the
brothers. Melody Groves has a local’s knowledge of the
landscape, tills the fertile field of brotherhood and produces
another engaging novel in the series.
– Tom Carpenter
DENZEL HOLMES
Little Stone Mountain
Rambler Press
Trade paperback, 356 pages, $14.95
DenzelHolmes.com

Border Patrol agent “Hail” Stone is heir to a fortune in
gold hidden somewhere on the old Stone family ranch and is
also involved in an ongoing battle with a Mexican drug cartel. When treasure hunters, smugglers and law enforcement
come together, things get dangerous. Much of the dialogue
is banter of little consequence to the story, and the writing
could use tightening to give it greater impact. The storyline
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is interesting, though, and characterization is strong.
– Loyd Uglow
ALMA KATSU
The Hunger
G.P. Putnam’s Sons
Trade Paperback, 384 pages, $27
PenguinRandomHouse.com

Well-known for her “The Taker”
trilogy, Alma Katsu puts a macabre
fantasy spin on the already-dark Donner Party story. Historians beware. Only
the names and locations have not been
changed. Katsu reframes the characters
and events of the doomed wagon train
in a supernatural, warped light. The numerous characters all harbor entwined
secrets and mistrust of each other. The
grisly deaths of several wagon train
members convince the others that someone – or something – evil is stalking
them, perhaps traveling with them. A
fanciful, creepy tale, well told.
– Micki Fuhrman
JON LAND
Strong to the Bone: A Caitlin Strong Novel
Forge
Hardcover, 368 pages, $26.99
us.macmillan.com/torforge

Jon Land writes another rousing
contemporary Texas Ranger story that
links the current adventure to the past.
Caitlin Strong, the first female Texas
Ranger, has taken up a job started by
her father and grandfather. This story
deals with the neo-Nazi element in the
U.S. today, a leftover, perhaps, from
German prisoners of war incarcerated
in Texas during WWII. Back then,
Earl Strong investigated the murder
of several German prisoners and the
escape of another. Fast-forward to the
connecting story. The characters are
strong, the plot rushes to a climax, and
the dialogue carries the story forward.
– Carol Crigger
PRESTON LEWIS
Bluster’s Last Stand
Wild Horse Press
Trade paperback, 327 pages, $19.95
WildHorseMedia.com

H.H. Lomax starts off by working
security in an upscale brothel in Waco,
Texas, where he meets two telegraphers whose goal is to find gold in
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Dakota Territory. In machinations only
Lomax can concoct, he hightails it out
of Texas, along with his new partners,
ending up in Bismarck. Penniless,
he runs afoul of George Custer, who
plans to kill Lomax - along with as
many Indians as possible. A fun read.
– Melody Groves
DEANNA DICKINSON McCALL
Rough Patches II
Frontier Project
Trade paperback, 134 pages, $19.95
DeannaDickinsonMcCall.com

Rancher – and award-winning author
and poet – Deanna Dickinson McCall
follows her acclaimed 2015 short story
collection, Rough Patches, with a worthy
follow-up. Rough Patches II tackles everyday women in the contemporary West:
women of independence who love the
land. Her strong ranch heroines don’t
always make the right choices, but they
find a way to triumph. These believable
stories put you right in the middle of a
lonely place to live, and the people you
meet, along with McCall’s stark prose,
stay with you long after you’ve finished
this book.
MONTY McCORD
When I Die
Five Star Publishing
Hardcover, 256 pages, $25.95
Gale.Cengage.com/FiveStar

Monty McCord writes a solid traditional Western. Marshal Joe Mundy is
hoping to settle down to a nice quiet
summer of courting Sarah Welby, the
abandoned wife of the previous marshal of Taylorsville, Nebraska. Unfortunately, a series of killings interrupts
these plans. Fewer characters would
have made for a smoother story. But
once you figure out all the characters,
this is an interesting read.
– James J. Griffin
T. OWEN O’CONNOR
Angels of North County
Five Star Publishing
Trade paperback, 297 pages, $25.95
Gale.Cengage.com/FiveStar

White Lion leads his small but
deadly band of renegade Indians on
a raid of North County, inflicting
carnage and taking captives as they
go. John Walker determines to rescue

the prisoners and put a reckoning on
those who took them. O’Connor is at
his best when telling stories of men in
times of war, and the action scenes in
this book are second to none. However, the many characters and their multiple flashbacks made the story seem
unfocused at times and the epilogue
merely left me confused.
– R.G. Yoho
DUSTY RICHARDS
Valley of Bones
Pinnacle
Mass-market paperback, 412 pages
$7.50
KensingtonBooks.com

Chet Byrnes, a rancher and sometimes U.S. marshal, is sent on many
adventures. Besides being a business
entrepreneur in the early West, Chet
is asked to go after bandits. This time,
he pursues stagecoach robbers while
one of his men oversees construction
of a telegraph line from Tombstone to
Colorado. The book will keep you in
suspense as Chet’s adventures in business and law continue to grow.
– Lowell F. Volk
SHELDON RUSSELL
The Bridge Troll Murders: A Hook
Runyon Mystery
The RoadRunner Press
Hardcover, 271 pages, $24.00
TheRoadRunnerPress.com

In this fifth Hook Runyon mystery, a
serial killer is on the loose, choosing as
his victims hobos who camp in what
they think are safe spots, often under
railroad trestles. But the killer isn’t satisfied with simple murder. He desecrates the bodies as well. Railroad bull
Hook Runyon is charged with clearing
up the matter fast, before the news hits
the papers. But when he is joined by a
female graduate student writing a thesis about the profiling of killers, things
become a bit more difficult. The clarity
of prose, the perfect setting descriptions and the one-armed hero converge
to make a powerful story.
– Carol Crigger
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MICKEY SPILLANE and MAX
ALLAN COLLINS
The Bloody Spur: A Caleb York Western
Kensington Books
Hardcover, 226 pages, $24
KensingtonBooks.com.

One way to become sheriff in Trinidad, New Mexico, is to kill the crooked
man who held the job before you, and
that’s just what former Wells Fargo detective Caleb York did. Now somebody
has murdered stubborn old rancher
George Cullen after he blocked a bid to
put the Santa Fe railroad through town.
Between watching a Bible-quoting gunman, balancing two buxom beauties
and solving Cullen’s murder, York has
his hands full. There’s an overdose of
descriptions of setting and clothing,
and characters are stereotypical. But
it’s enjoyable in a conventional-Western way, and the murder mystery has
some intriguing twists.
– Loyd Uglow
CHARLES G. WEST
Hell Hath No Fury
Pinnacle Books
Mass-market paperback, 320 pages,
$6.99
KensingtonBooks.com

Charles G. West has created a strong,
believable protagonist for what promises to be an exciting series. Orphaned at
an early age, John Hawk is taken in by
a missionary, and, when the missionary
dies, lives with Indians until he’s old
enough to make his own way. Hawk
becomes an Army scout, but after some
trouble with another scout, he leaves
and is living a quiet, solitary life. At
least he is until he agrees to search for
a young man and his wife who, while
traveling through Montana by wagon
train, were abandoned by their no-good
wagon master. Hell Hath No Fury has it
all – gunfights, Indians, rustlers, everything a fan of the traditional Western
could want.
– Robert D. McKee
C. WAYNE WINKLE
Frank Brannon: The Fixer
Rusty Spur Publishing
Trade paperback, 277 pages, $8.99
OutlawsPublishing.com
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Former lawman Frank Brannon is
living in peace in Wyoming, caring for
his wife, who is dying of consumption.
When the son of a powerful rancher
steals Brannon’s Appaloosa, beats Brannon up and kills Brannon’s dog, the
gunman reverts back to his old days as
“The Fixer,” a man who fixes problems.
And the problems for those who cross
Brannon are just beginning. A little editing would have helped, but the action,
plot, characters and, especially, Winkle’s
unassuming, easy-to-read prose, should
please fans of traditional Westerns.
KEVIN WOLF
Brokeheart
North Star Editions
Trade paperback, 248 pages, $14.99
NorthStarEditions.com

Welcome to Brokeheart, a little
mining town in Colorado, where a
newcomer called Kepler, a troubled
newspaper reporter, shows up in 1879,
looking to start over … again. But seeing that this is a novel by Kevin Wolf,
whose first novel won the 2015 Tony
Hillerman Prize, and that Wolf is a fan
of 1950s Western movies and likes to
push the boundaries of genres, readers
shouldn’t be surprised when strange
things – and plenty of deaths – begin
frequenting the mining camp. Wolf
manages to mingle a traditional Western story with mystery and horror.
ETHAN J.WOLFE
The Devil’s Waltz
Five Star Publishing
Hardcover, 264 pages, $25.95
Gale.Cengage.com/FiveStar

For readers who enjoy Max Brand’s
1930s vintage, pulp fiction Westerns, The Devil’s Waltz, will entertain.
Paroled from the prison in Yuma,
likeable Jack Posey and his brother
plan to arrest Tom Spooner, the West’s
most wanted outlaw. Unfortunately,
Jack’s brother is wounded and unable
to continue, leaving Jack to finish the
job. Travels take him all over the West,
during which he becomes reacquainted
with Calamity Jane and meets Belle
Starr and Butch Cassidy. Not for readers who require accuracy in geography
or history, but the characters and plot
are interesting.
– Melody Groves

R.G. YOHO
Boot Hill Valley
Outlaws Publishing
Trade paperback, 230 pages, $8.29
OutlawsPublishing.com

Boot Hill Valley might sound like
an amusing name for a town, but this
Colorado burg can be hard on lawmen.
Take Chance McBride, for instance.
He pins on the badge and runs into the
Ramsey boys, who rule the town with
guns and fists. Before you know it, McBride has been horribly wounded and
turns into a drunk. But, well, you can’t
keep a good man down – especially
when a strange Arapaho shows up to
help McBride regain his self-respect
and his shooting hand. R.G. Yoho fills
this traditional Western with plenty of
action, a little bit of sarcasm and some
Indian mysticism to boot.

BOOK NOTES
BETH KANELL
The Long Shadow: The Winds of
Freedom: Book One
Five Star Publishing
Hardcover, 300 pages, $25.95
Gale.Cengage.com/FiveStar

Set in 1850 Vermont, this historical novel is told from the first-person
viewpoint of 15-year-old Alice Sanborn as she tries to make sense of
the arguments to end slavery in the
United States. But when she and her
best friend, another teenager, rescue a
former slave from a bounty hunter, an
adventure begins that will take them on
a desperate journey.
LARRY L. MASSEY
Saga of Kinnie Wagner: The South’s Most
Notorious Gunman
Pelican Publishing Company
Hardcover, 176 pages, $25.95
PelicanPub.com

Gunfights and gunfighters were not
limited to the 19th Century West. In
this biography, Alabama author Larry
L. Massey follows the life and times
of Kinnie Wagner (1903-1958) and his
many shootings, jailbreaks and adventures across the South.
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